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SPECIFIC COMMENTS TO AUTHORS
Pancreatic cancer (PC) is one of the most common malignancies of the digestive tract worldwide, with increased morbidity and mortality. This review describes the combinations of gemcitabine and targeted drugs and the varieties of targeted drugs other than gemcitabine provides a comprehensive view of therapies in pancreatic cancer. However, the whole review still needs to be organized more concisely. The article is currently a simple summary of tons of work. Several important sections that should be mentioned such as clinical research and natural product research were missing. Critical points for lots of work were not extracted and organized well.
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SPECIFIC COMMENTS TO AUTHORS
This mini-review articles give us comprehensive and well-organised information regarding gemcitabine-induced DNA damage response, and downstream signaling pathway, and the combinations of gemcitabine and targeted drugs. Thus, it will be of very interest to the readership. Thank you.